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Karimex was established in 2008 in Ordu, the world hazelnut capital. Adopting the principle of
customer orientation in its establishment, our company has been processed with its know-how,
more than 30 years of experience, expertise and continues its way in natural hazelnut raw materials.

Our company, which has been continuously renewing its production lines and growing its capacity
and technology investments every year since its foundation, also invests in additional quality and
management systems. In this context, it continues its activities with high-quality assurance and
management systems such as BRC, IFS and FSSC22000.

Our company, which operates in the retail sector as well as industrial hazelnut raw materials, is
preparing products in the Middle East, North Africa, South Asia and Russia markets with its own
brands and P / L productions.

Our company, which has started to produce organic certified hazelnut with the investments it has
made since 2018, is increasing its quantity in this market every day

Karimex will continue to serve Turkish hazelnuts to world markets by adding added value to
Turkish Hazelnuts and exporting these products with unmatched quality.
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DESCRIPTION
TYPE

Natural hazelnut kernel with its hard shell form.
Levant(Ordu), Giresun, Akçakoca

DESCRIPTION

TYPE
CALIBRE

It is obtained as a result of chopping / cutting / shredding the roasted
hazelnut into smaller pieces. The product can be produced at the desired
level with a skin percentage of 5-30% and a humidity of 0.8-2.5%
Levant(Ordu), Giresun,Akçakoca
In desired size ranges between 1-3 mm, 2-4 mm, 3-5 mm,
4-6 mm, 5-7 mm, 6-8 mm, 7-11 mm

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

CALIBRE

PACKAGING FORMS

It is obtained as a result of grinding the hazelnut kernels.

Levant(Ordu), Giresun,Akçakoca

0-2 mm

It is obtained by crushing and mashing the roasted hazelnuts and then thinning
and bringing them to a flowing consistency. It is prepared according to customer
demands and specifications.

Levant(Ordu), Giresun, Akçakoca

DESCRIPTION

TYPE
CALIBRE

It is prepared by cracking from inshelled hazelnuts

Levant(Ordu), Giresun, Akçakoca
9-11mm, 11-13mm, 13-15mm, 14-16mm

PACKAGING FORMS

Natural hazelnut kernels are heat-treated, so that the skin on the hazelnut
is peeled off and sterilization is ensured, and it becomes roasted hazelnut kernels
at the desiredhumidity level.

CALIBRE

PACKAGING FORMS

17 mm +, 18 mm +, 19 mm +

25/80 kg
jute bags

TYPE
CALIBRE

Levant(Ordu), Giresun
9-11mm, 10-12 mm, 11-13 mm,12-14 mm,13-15 mm,14-16 mm

NATURAL / ROASTED HAZELNUT FLOUR

DESCRIPTION

TYPE
CALIBRE It is prepared in thicknesses between 20-100 µ.

NATURAL HAZELNUT KERNELS

DESCRIPTION

BLANCHED / ROASTED HAZELNUT KERNELS

INSHELL HAZELNUT ROASTED CHOPPED HAZELNUT

HAZELNUT PASTE

1000 kg
 big bags

20 kg kraft bags,25/50 PP bag

1000 kg
big bags

PACKAGING FORMS

20 kg kraft bags 800 kg
vacuum
big bags

DESCRIPTION

TYPE
CALIBRE

It is obtained as a result of chopping / cutting / shredding the roasted
hazelnut into smaller pieces. The product can be produced at the desired
level with a skin percentage of 5-30% and a humidity of 0.8-2.5%
Levant(Ordu), Giresun,Akçakoca
In desired size 0,8-1,2 mm

SLICED HAZELNUT

10/25 kg pp nylon
bag in box

20 kg
kraft bags

PACKAGING FORMS

PACKAGING FORMS

20/30/200/220 kg
plastic drum

200 kg
metal drum

1000 kg
IBC tanks

23.000-26.000 kg
food tanker-containers

jute bags
25/80 kg 25/50 PP bag 20 kg kraft bags 5/10/12,5/25

nylon packaging

25/50 PP bag

20 kg kraft bags 800 kg
vacuum
big bags

25/50 PP bag 5/10/12,5/25 kg

nylon packaging

PACKAGING FORMS

20 kg kraft bags 800 kg
vacuum
big bags

25/50 PP bag

1000 kg
IBC tanks

23.000-26.000 kg
food tanker-containers

5/10/20 kg
plastic drum

It is obtained by cold pressing and refining hazelnuts whose oil can be extracted.

Levant(Ordu), Giresun, Akçakoca

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

CALIBRE Liquide

PACKAGING FORMS

vacuum

5/10/12,5/25 kg

nylon packaging
vacuum

5/10/12,5/25 kg

nylon packaging
vacuum
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